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OfBusiness is a technology-driven SME financing

platform that adds value to SME’s business

beyond financing through its raw material

fulfilment engine and new opportunities

platform.

CreditEase Fintech Investment Fund (CEFIF) and

Think Investments, Integra Partners, Insignia

Ventures, and AJ Capital
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Asia Environmental Partners (AEP), a division of

private equity player Olympus Capital
USD 15 M SERIES D

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 27 M SERIES D

Creation Investments, Norwest Venture

Partners, Alpha Wave Incubation and Matrix

Partners

USD 9.4 M - 

Cashify offers an online platform that facilitates

buyback service of used gadgets. The platform

helps to discover the right price of the gadget

being sold based on different attributes such as

age, damage, functionality.

Symbo’s platform enables insurance carriers,

brokers and other insurance professionals by

offering thoughtful, technology-enabled solutions

to modernize the alternative distribution of

insurance.

Apna is an online job board for blue-collar jobs.

The platform allows job seekers to create a

profile by mentioning skills, education,

experience, view jobs, call the employer directly,

fix interview, and get hired.

Sequoia Capital India and Greenoaks Capital,

Lightspeed India and Rocketship.vc

 

USD 12.5 M -
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DealShare is an app-based buying platform for

multi-category consumer products. Product

catalog includes fruits & vegetables, grocery

items, fashion accessories, home decor products

and more. 

USD 3.42 M DEBT FUNDING Innoven Capital

BlacksoilUSD 2 M DEBT FUNDING

USD 4 M SERIES A Inventus India and Jetty Ventures

 

Euler Motors is focused on sustainable last mile

transport by accelerating the transition from

internal combustion engines to new age electric

vehicles and become a category leader for

cargo and passenger vehicles.

IdeaForge provides drones for aerial surveillance.

Its first product, Netra, is a man-portable

autonomous UAV for intelligence, surveillance,

and reconnaissance of moving and fixed targets.

Outplay is a multi-channel sales engagement

platform that offers sales outreach, dialer,

chatbot, email open tracking, email click

tracking, and more for sales teams to close deals

faster.

USD 2 M - Sequoia Capital India’s Surge
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Questt is a remarkable homework app that lets

teachers assign objective & subjective homework

by choosing from a question bank. It also

gamifies homework for students. 

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 1.35 M

Deftouch (All Star Games) is an independent

mobile game development studio that specializes

in developing multiplayer sports games.

SEED ROUND Chiratae Ventures

IMAGINxP provides offline UX design training. It

offers beginner level as well as advanced

courses in UX Design, UI Design, Interaction

Design, Moblie UX, Design Thinking, and UX

management.

USD 1.5 M Lumikai and Play VenturesPRE SERIES A

Venture Catalysts USD 1.5 M PRE SERIES A

Koinearth is a blockchain startup that offers

supply chain solutions for invoice financing,

contract enforcement, and inventory visibility.

They work at the intersection of blockchains,

machine learning, and mechanism design.

YourNest Venture Capital, Inventus India, and

Lumis Partners
USD 1.8 M -
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USD 0.54 M PRE SERIES A Inflection Point Ventures

Speciale Invest and Naval RavikantUSD 1 M SEED FUND

The E-Plane Company (TEC) was started at the

world's largest combustion center at IIT Madras in

April 2016 by Professor Satya Chakravarthy to

transform the mobility landscape. Currently, it

build drones for industrial applications and

planing to build flying taxis.

Stylework is a coworking aggregator which

provides unconventional solutions to the

challenges faced in workspace management. 

Clairco was founded in 2018 with a vision to solve

the menace of indoor air pollution. Clairco has

developed patented technologies to make air

purification affordable, measurable and scalable

for commercial real estate. 

USD 0.54 M -
Bajaj Capital's Sanjiv Bajaj by way of Anicut

Angel Fund

 

Qoohoo is building a platform for creators to

build immersive connections with their fans and

followers and monetize them empowering

creators of any category, think yoga, music,

poetry etc. to create and run content their own

way.

USD 0.8 M SEED FUND consortium of investors
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Indian Gaming League is the eSports platform in

India. It was created by a team of gamers who

strongly feel that Indian players need a stage to

jump start their gaming careers. 

USD 0.5 M Hungama along with Hindustan Talkies-

- Agility Venture Partners

AMPM Convenience Stores are India’s organised

retail chain in the “24 hours 7 Days” convenience

store format. The vision is to make Indian markets

to adopt 24 hours format for the convenience

store to serve the people needs with affordable

products & services.

Policybazaar provides an app-based insurance

comparison platform for individuals. It offers

insurance quotes for life insurance, health

insurance, auto insurance, health insurance, and

more.

- Bay Capital

Bijnis is an online marketplace offering B2B

services across multiple categories. It allows

retailers to purchase directly from the source

without any price negotiations, quality assurance,

and payment security hassles.

- Zomato founder Deepinder Goyal and other

prominent angel investors 

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

USD 0.2 M
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OTHER UPDATES AND M&A DEALS

Gurugram headquartered logistics unicorn Delhivery has acquired Primaseller, a SaaS startup focused on omnichannel retailers, for an undisclosed

value.


